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Abstract
This paper suggests an approach of delivering a new gen�

eration of modeling tools with improved user interface

without giving up the mathematical engines of currently

available tools� The approach is presented through the

description of an integrated environment for modeling

computer systems and communication networks named

IDEAS� which is currently under development at Duke

University� The key elements considered in the environ�

ment design are integration and user�centred design�
A powerful set of selected modeling tools provides a strong

foundation for IDEAS� while the two referred elements

provide guidelines throughout the project�

� Introduction

Many powerful modeling tools have been proposed or
developed� yet� their use in practice has been very lim�
ited� Despite their inherent merits� performance model�
ing tools �e�g�� QNAP� ���� RESQME ���� and PEPS ���	�
reliability modeling tools �e�g�� SURF�� �
�� HARP ����
and SAVE ���	 and performability modeling tools �e�g��
SHARPE ��� SPNP ���� UltraSAN ���� DSPNexpress �����
and TimeNET ����	 still have limited penetration in in�
dustrial environments��

One possible method of encouraging� indeed coaxing� po�
tential users into utilizing powerful tools is to provide an
integrated modeling environment which o�ers a uniform
and easy access to many existing and future tools� Thus�
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a range of capabilities will be available to a product de�
signer without the need for learning many cumbersome
interface languages and output formats� The integration
will allow the user to carry out performance� reliability
and performability analysis using the same toolkit�

Whenever integration is sought in the computer model�
ing context� the �rst idea that usually comes to mind is
the combination of di�erent analytic�numeric engines or
of analytic and simulation engines� An initial success at
such an integration in the domain of reliability modeling
has been achieved jointly by Boeing� University of Wash�
ington and Duke University ����� To carry the idea of in�
tegration several steps further we created the Integrated
Design Environment for Assessment of Computer
Systems and Communication Networks �IDEAS	
project�

Apart from the integrated workbench under implemen�
tation� IDEAS also o�ers several other signi�cant advan�
tages� �i	 From the user perspective� it helps minimizing
problems associated with the selection of modeling tech�
niques most appropriate for a speci�c problem� through
its higher level interface� users can access a multiplicity of
modeling engines �solvers	 without the associated costs
of learning each of these tools� reports can be automat�
ically produced in this environment better documenting
the design�modeling process� �ii	 From the modeling re�
searcher perspective� it speeds�up the development and
distribution of new modeling tools since their interface
may be the one provided by the IDEAS environment�

The IDEAS project shall provide a high level environ�
ment for the design and analysis of computer systems
and communication networks� allowing a multiplicity of
modeling tools to be used for evaluation of alternative
designs� The project includes the development of an en�



vironment for performance� dependability and performa�
bility modeling powered by successful analytic modeling
packages such as SPNP and SHARPE� and research tools
such as Distributed SPNP �D�SPNP	 ���� and the Fluid
Stochastic Petri Net �FSPN	 simulator ����

The rest of the paper is organized as follows� Section
� introduces the design philosophy behind the IDEAS
project� Section � details the �rst phase of the IDEAS
project� Section 
 presents the graphical user interface
developed for SPNP� one of the highligths of the �rst
phase of the project� Section � concludes the paper with
the current status of the project�

� Design Philosophy of the IDEAS Project

The interface metaphor adopted by the IDEAS project
is of a �le cabinet �see Figure �	 available at the desktop
level of the designer�modeler� Each modeling engine and
specialized interface integrated in the IDEAS project has
its own drawer in the �le cabinet� Some drawers �the
ones drawn on the left column of the cabinet in Figure
�	 implement graphical user interfaces �when not orig�
inally available	 for the modeling engines integrated in
the environment� Other drawers provide specialized in�
terfaces for speci�c problem domains �the ones drawn on
the right of the cabinet in Figure �	 such as reliability or
performance modeling of complex systems�

This structure allows IDEAS to accomodate several dis�
tinct types of users� reliability engineers can interface
with the modeling tools either using reliability block di�
agrams �RESOLVE	 or fault trees �RAFT	� network de�
signers can use the specialized interface �stSDL	 to input
their modeling problems without the burden of learning
the intrinsics of stochastic Petri nets� Markov chains or
other modeling paradigms� On the other hand� model�
ers can access directly those familiar structures through
the available graphical user interface �GUI	 of any of the
modeling engines integrated in IDEAS� The virtual �le
cabinet even has a big advantage over the real one� since
it allows the continuous evolution of IDEAS functional�
ity by adding an unlimited number of new drawers as
necessary�

Whenever a drawer is opened� a uniform structure is pre�
sented to the user in a similar way to the action of open�
ing drawers in real �le cabinets� The graphical inter�
face o�ered by all drawers is consistent� minimizing the
time and other resources necessary to train new users of
IDEAS� Once a new user becomes familiar with a par�
ticular interface �drawer	 he should be able to use pro�
�ciently all the others with minimal training� On the
computer display� the virtual action of opening a drawer
corresponds to the activation of one GUI program� This
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Figure �� File cabinet metaphor�

program mimics the looks and feels of real �le cabinet
drawers by using windows with title tabs to ease the sort�
ing of overlapping windows �����

The design model of each GUI o�ered in the IDEAS
project is based on modern premises of human�computer
interaction design ����� which suggest that design should�
�i	 be user�centred and involve users as much as possible
so that they can in�uence it� �ii	 integrate knowledge and
expertise from the di�erent disciplines that contribute to
GUI design� and �iii	 be highly iterative so that testing
can be done to check that the design does indeed meet
users� requirement�

Making the GUIs o�ered by the IDEAS project follow
the above two premises was ensured by the appropriate
selection of design model� We use one proposed by Hix
and Harston ���� ���� known as the star life cycle� This
life cycle was selected particularly because it encourages
iteration� The central point of the star design cycle is
evaluation� which is viewed as relevant at all stages of
the life cycle and not just at the end of the interface de�
velopment as traditional software product development
suggests� All aspects of systems development are sub�
jected to constant evaluation by users and by experts�
Another reason for the selection of the star life cycle is its
natural orientation of being supportive of both top�down
and bottom�up development� This feature is extremely
important in the IDEAS project since the development
of some of its components starts from the o��the�shelf
modeling engines �such as SPNP and SHARPE	 and pro�
gresses upward towards the user� while the specialized
interfaces �e�g�� for reliability engineering	 follow exactly
the opposite direction� Yet� another contributing reason
is that the star life cycle also stresses rapid prototyping
and an incremental approach to the �nal product�
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Figure �� Functional Speci�cation�

The rapid prototyping approach adopted in the IDEAS
project deals directly with the problem of needing to val�
idate that user requirements are being met by the design
at di�erent stages� New design ideas can be exercised and
commented on by users before a great deal of expensive
development work is undertaken� Besides� the prototyp�
ing approach helps the GUI designers to cope with the
problem of understanding requirements�

� IDEAS�kernel Project� The First Phase of
IDEAS

The �rst phase of IDEAS implements two interchange�
able modeling environments for reliability engineering� a
dependability modeling environment for communication
protocols� and establishes the foundation for the other
phases� The output of the �rst phase is named IDEAS�
kernel because everything else is developed around it�
The IDEAS�kernel is an additional software level that is
inserted between the user �a computer systems modeler�
communication network product designer� or a reliability
engineer	 and the modeling engines� Because of its posi�
tion on top of the modeling tools� the package allows the
insertion of higher level abstractions than those present
in the underlying modeling engines� In the IDEAS con�
text� new abstraction levels are implemented for the spec�
i�cation of communication networks and generic fault�
tolerant systems� completely hiding the underlying mod�
eling paradigms such as Markov chains and Petri nets� to
name a few� In the �rst stage� IDEAS will only provide
interface with human operators� although automatic data
acquisition is under consideration for implementation in
later versions of the environment�

The functionality of the IDEAS�kernel is made available

through the assistance of three software modules and four
independent tools �termed auxiliary tools	� The software
modules are�

� The User Interface Module is composed of two
major components� a textual interface �TI	 and
a GUI� Both components allow users to ac�
cess the modeling engines either through spe�
cialized interfaces �the network modeling inter�
face in the �rst phase	 or the primitive resources
provides by the integrated modeling packages�
The GUI implements all the expected function�
ality of a computer�aided design interface for two�
dimensional designs� including features like levels
of zooming� panning� scrolling� macro functions�
extensive report capabilities� etc�

� The Environment Management Module acts as a
general service module for the other two� Some
of the features available at the user interface level
need strong support from the data management
level� which is not only responsible for providing
an uniform interface with the modeling engines�
but also to keep a data base �actual and histori�
cal	 of designs and of additional information nec�
essary to smooth the operation of the whole envi�
ronment� The integration of the modeling engines
is provided through an interpreter that maps one
intermediate language implemented by the user in�
terface into the input languages of the auxiliary
tools �e�g�� CSPL for the SPNP package	� Ad�
ditional automation implemented in the interpre�
tation process is the automatic selection of the
auxiliary package�s	 most suitable for a particu�
lar problem� The selection process can be over�
ridden by the user� This is an additional fea�
ture implemented to allow IDEAS to accommo�
date several distinct types of users with di�erent
modeling skills� If the user has a strong modeling
background he or she will be able to select and
work directly with his or her choice of auxiliary
tool� but even in this case IDEAS provides a su�
perior interface than the individual auxiliary pack�
ages themselves� The interpreter also provides a
bi�directional interface with the auxiliary tools�
Not only mapping the intermediate language into
the auxiliary packages� input languages� but also
it takes results from several packages and maps
them into a common interface to present to the
user through tables and appropriate plots�

� The Modeling Module organizes all modeling en�
gines integrated through IDEAS� The interpreter
concept allows for continuous growth of the mod�
eling engine module� either in the number of sup�
ported tools or their characteristics� New mod�
eling packages shall be easily integrated� provid�
ing freedom for each individual installation of the
environment to select tools more appropriate for
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Figure �� Software organization�

their particular use� Due to its �exibility� avail�
ability and quality� the initial auxiliary tools to be
integrated are� the Stochastic Petri Net Pack�
age �SPNP	 ���� the Symbolic Hierarchical
Automated Reliability�Performance Evalu�
ator �SHARPE	 ��� theDistributed SPNP �D�
SPNP	� and the Fluid Stochastic Petri Net
Simulator �FSPNsim	 ��
��

The development strategy for the IDEAS�kernel can be
summarized in four major activities �see Figure �	� �i	
development of GUIs for SPNP� SHARPE� D�SPNP� and
FSPN� �ii	 development of specialized GUIs for reliabil�
ity engineering �RAFT and RESOLVE	 �iii	 development
of a graphical environment for dependability analysis of
communication networks �stSDL	� and �iv	 development
of a backbone for the integration of all the tools using a
database manager �DBMS	�

The implementation of the IDEAS�kernel starts with the
development of GUI for the modeling tools we selected�
These GUIs are important in the integrated environ�
ment because they allow great �exibility to their users�
if the user feels more confortable dealing with analytic
modeling concepts such as reliability block diagrams or
Markov chains� he will be able to use then directly via
the SHARPE GUI �iSHARPE	� However� generic users
will also be able to use the environment through the spe�
cialized interfaces for reliability engineering �RAFT and
RESOLVE	 or communication network product design
�stSDL	�

All GUI dedicated to the o��the�shelf tools will be de�
veloped according to a bottom�up approach� since most
of the tools are already available� Extra e�ort is devoted
to ensuring a uniform user interface in spite of intrinsic
di�erences among the underlying tools� Most functions
will present and behave the same way across the plethora

of modeling tools� A property that should signi�cantly
reduce the training e�ort of new users�

We started the kernel implementation by designing a GUI
for the SPNP package� The GUI is the key element to
the success of the project� hence we decided to focus our
e�orts initially on this activity� The reason SPNP was
�rst selected is because the mathematical engines of two
of the modeling packages �D�SPNP and FSPN	 are still
under development� and we judged the design of a graph�
ical environment for Petri nets more demanding than the
one necessary for the SHARPE package�

Two GUIs for reliability engineering are under develop�
ment� The �rst to be completed is named RAFT and
allows system speci�cation using fault trees� An alterna�
tive speci�cation method based on reliability block dia�
grams will also be available when the second specialized
GUI �named RESOLVE	 is completed�

The development of the speci�c modeling interface for
communication protocols is being conducted in parallel
to the development of the SPNP GUI� After completing
the initial analysis� an interpreter should be developed to
examine problem characteristics of each model and assist
the user �automatically or under user intervention	 to
select the modeling engine most suitable for each problem
instance� After identifying the modeling tool� translation
from the abstract network model into the selected tools
will be automatic�

The DBMS will be the last piece to be incorporated into
the kernel and should assist the interpreter as the in�
tercommunication medium for various tools of the envi�
ronment� besides being the information source for all of
them� The DBMS that shall be incorporated into the
IDEAS�kernel project is an o��the�shelf product� Work�
ing with a commercial DBMS should allow good perfor�
mance� excellent interface and report capabilities to the
IDEAS project�

� iSPN � A Graphical User Interface for SPNP

According to the development strategy of the IDEAS�
kernel project� a subproject named �iSPN� an integrated
environment for SPNP� was started a few months ago�
The purpose of this subproject is to develop a proto�
type GUI to SPNP� The development uses the scripting
language Tcl �Tool Command Language	� developed by
John Ousterhout� and extension Tk� a toolkit for X win�
dows ���� ���� The selection of the script�based approach
brings to the project three major bene�ts� �i	 Tcl�Tk
provides a higher�level interface to X than most standard
C library toolkits� �ii	 development of the IDEAS envi�
ronment will be fast because of fast turnaround� aiding
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the debbuging process and re�nement of the interface�
and �iii	 the user interface is clearly isolated from the
rest of the application� making the overall design easy to
maintain and expand�

The role of this �rst GUI is very important for the over�
all IDEAS project since it will establish a role model to
be followed in all the subsequent GUI developments� Be�
cause of this� extra time was spent in the careful design of
this interface where we incorporated some novel concepts
in human interaction made available through Tcl�Tk lan�
guages�

The prototype� when completed� will be fully functional
and presented to SPNP users for evaluation� After the
evaluation process and consequent tune�up of the design�
implementation� the process of converting the prototype
into an engineering product will start� Although we se�
lected Tcl�Tk environment for the prototype develop�
ment� we are also considering other graphical environ�
ments for the �nal implementation of iSPN� Careful plan�
ning led to the implementation of a graphical user inter�
face for the SPNP package� destined to be the template
for all GUI to be developed in the future for IDEAS�
Extra e�ort shall be put into o�ering the user the most
uniform interface possible in spite of the intrinsic charac�
teristics of underlying tools� Most functions are displayed
in a similar format and have the same behavior for all
modeling tools� A property that should signi�cantly re�
duce the training e�ort of new users as one learns each
modeling language�

The iSPN prototype is almost complete and allows the
possibility to execute SPNP with two di�erent �le for�
mats� �i	 �les created in the CSPL �C�based Stochastic
Petri net Language	 language directly� and �ii	 �les cre�
ated using iSPN�s Petri Net editor� The software organi�
zation of the prototype should be reproduced in all the
other GUIs to be developed for the IDEAS environment�

� Conclusions

Using o��the�shelf modeling tools� a GUI based environ�
ment is being developed which eases the speci�cation of
the modeling and analysis problem and uses one or more
of the tools provided to solve the model� In our cur�
rent prototype� using the philosophy of incremental de�
sign and implementation� we have restricted ourselves to
integrating SPNP� SHARPE� D�SPNP and FSPN in a
single environment and provide easy to use GUI based
support to do model speci�cation� editing� debugging�
execution and result generation for dependability model�
ing�

The IDEAS�kernel project has met its initial objec�

tives� The possibility of integrating diverse modeling
tools through a common interpreter has been successfully
demonstrated in the SDM environment ����� A spin�o�
project of IDEAS named �iSPN� an integrated environ�
ment for SPNP� was completed and is currently undergo�
ing extensive tests� The purpose of iSPN was the careful
design and implementation of a GUI for SPNP� crafting
recent advances in human computer interaction into the
design� The role of this project is central to IDEAS since
it establishes a template to be followed in all subsequent
GUI developments�

The fault tree speci�cation environment of RAFT is
nearly complete� as well as the reliability block diagram
solver �RESOLVE	� Nearly completed is also the speci��
cation of the extensions to the Speci�cation Design Lan�
guage �SDL	 to allow for the speci�cation of probability
constructs adequate for performance and dependability
modeling of communication networks�

The implementation of the IDEAS�kernel is now entering
a new phase where the designed GUI will be adapted for
other modeling tools and the integration experiment will
be extended with the implementation of the GUI and
interpreter for stSDL�
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